Ambassador

Free People does not use celebrities in any of its marketing campaigns, catalogues or
advertisements. Instead, Free People focuses its visuals on the women who actually wear its products.
The Free People woman is one that is creative, independent and impressively bold. Because the Free
People spokesperson must be all of those things, we believe that by showing real women as models,
Free People is better able to show how universal she is. Travel, food and culture are important to this
woman. She is both global and local. She looks to be inspired by the people and places around her
and in return, she hopes to inspire those around her.
We would like to continue using real women as brand ambassadors. Especially during Bonnaroo, we
want to show that Free People women is everywhere and that everyone knows a Free People
woman. However, there are some celebrities we believe embody the Free People brand. Because
the brand is not high fashion we do not want an overly popular, ultra glamorous celebrity as our
model. For our models we chose fashion blogger Tennessee Bunny, actress Dakota Fanning and
actress/model Kate Bosworth. These women are just recognizable enough for followers of the brand
to know who they are but not famous enough to be turned away by their fame. They are women who
would attend the festivals as well as wear Free People clothing day-to-day. During the festival, we
hope that our models could tweet about who they are most excited to see perform, what they are
wearing to the shows, and of course, visit our tents to interact with fans
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In order to evaluate the overall success of the campaign, Free People will implement a variety of
analytical tools. The first tool used will be the Marketing Cloud by Sales Force, formally known as
Radian6. This tool allows the company to analyze how influencers reached the target audience, how
many people viewed a post, and what trends may have occurred during the time of campaign
implementation. The next tool recommended is Hootsuite. By subscribing to Hootsuite, an online
social media manager, Free People will schedule messages to be sent across a variety of platforms,
including Twitter and Instagram. The social media manager will also be used to watch incoming and
outgoing messages in response to the company’s messages, as well as analyze what buzz is going
on surrounding the campaign. The company, when implementing a hashtag, will also follow that
hashtag to gain an understanding about who is talking about the campaign. In using management
and analytical tools like the ones mentioned previously, Free People will evaluate when the goal, as
well as conjoining objectives and tactics, is reached.
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May-July
Week 1

• Twitter: Create buzz around event at Bonnaroo
• Pinterest: Pin postings of DIY tutorials and festival
outfits

Week 2

• Continue posts on Twitter and Pinterest
• Organize in-store festival tutorials such as hair,
makeup and outfits

Week 3

Week 5

• Vine: Begin interaction for each day of
festival for backstage passes
• Set up tent with DIY hair tutorials, face
paint
• Employ one blogger to live tweet favorite
shows, tent activities and Bonnaroo fashion

Week 6

• Instagram: Festival outfit contest and giveaways
• Twitter: Use festival related hashtags for 14 days
• Continue pinning on Pinterest

• Twitter: Ask followers to post favorite
moment (festival in review)
• Pinterest: Set up board to show festival
outfits or favorite moments

Week 4

Week 7-8

• Continue contest
• Continue pinning on Pinterest
• Select sale on all festival accessories
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• Measure to see if the same
campaign can be used for future festivals
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Four-day Free People “Glamping” tent rental
Four-day hotel stay at Embassy Suites for bloggers and
employees (includes shuttle to festival)

$1,500 + $300
damage deposit
$799/person

Two backstage passes to Mumford and Sons

$300

Two, four-day general admission passes for Instagram
conest winners

$500

Free People gift cards: Vine & Instagram contest

$400

Three hairstylists (3 hours/person)

$15/hour/person

Three artists (3 hours/person)

$15/hour/person

Supplies for arts and crafts

$500

Decorations/Tent decor

$2,000

Festival giveaways: Free People festival merchandise

$5,000

Monitoring software (Hootsuite)
Free People employees and bloggers (in addition to
their salary, 3 hours/person)

free people
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$15 more/hour

TOTAL $15,529
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Making a fashion statement in today’s world is simple. But making a statement that reaches a wide
network of women, is challenging. Free People has been challenging the rules of fashion and pushing
the boundaries of style since 1984 in 75 locations across the United States and Canada.
By creating a campaign focused around a cultural event like the Bonnaroo music festival, Free
People can most effectively reach its main audience of young women ages 22 to 28. This audience is
highly engaged on social media and will be receptive to the contests, in-store programs and content
posted about Bonnaroo. We believe they will be eager to participate in the campaign and willing to
share their experience with Free People at Bonnaroo with friends and followers.

Music and Fashion

The Bonnaroo campaign incorporates elements of existing Free People social media programs—
strong online content consisting of blog entries, Instagrams photographs, DIY tutorials, Pinterest
boards and brand consistency —and encourages the Free People brand to collaborate with music
festivals, in particular Bonnaroo, to maximize brand awareness in all of its social media platforms.
Free People has over 120 thousand Twitter followers and over 645 thousand followers on Instagram. If
each person who follows the Free People instagram or twitter shares a photo or tweet with her friends
(an average of 100 people per person on Twitter), there is a possibility to reach 76.5 million people
with just one post. That kind of reach needs to be utilized and organized. We suggest that Free People
take that fan base to the next level through a partnership with the Bonnaroo music festival with
careful content selection, in-store promotions and fan engagement among all social media outlets.
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Contests, Content and Collaboration

The Free People-Bonnaroo collaboration utilizes social media platforms that are popular and easy to
use. We feel that by the proper mix of Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram, Vine and Storify, Free People can
successfully engagement with its fans and customers as well as an untapped market of young,
creative and independent women who will become brand ambassadors. All efforts on social media
are done to create buzz around Free People’s involvement with Bonnaroo, therefore a majority of
posts on platforms will be focused on the festival and Free People’s Bonnaroo tent.
Twitter will be used throughout the timeframe. It will be used to create awareness about Free
People at Bonnaroo using the hashtag #FPBonnaroo. The hashtag will be monitored carefully and will
be used incoordination with Instagram and Vine. We feel a hashtag is one of the simple ways Free
People can monitor activity and excitement about Bonnaroo, as well as a way for Free People to
respond and engagement with its fans. Tweets will create buzz before, during and after the festival.
Some tweets will be scheduled but most will be in real-time by Free People staffers. Hootsuite and
Radian6 will be used to monitor action around Twitter and the hashtag.
Pinterest will be used to showcase fans and their involvement with the festival. Pins showing DIY
tutorials such as hairstyles, festival fashion, face painting and other fan favorites will be the focus of
Free People’s Pinterest activity for the time period. A specific board will be created for fans to pin the
outfits they wore to the festival.
An Instagram contest will be set in place during week three. A post encouraging fans to Instagram
a photo of their best festival fashion will create the engagement we are looking for. Fans have a
chance at winning a four-day pass to the festival in addition to at two hundred dollar Free People gift
card if they tag their photo with the hashtag. Instagram will also be used to document Free People’s
favorite festival moments and what is happening at the tent. This creates a visual storyboard and is
very appealing to its audience.
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Contests, Content and Collaboration

Vine is a newer social media tool, but we feel it can play a crucial part in the visual story. A contest,
promoted through Twitter using the hashtag, will ask fans to create a Vine featuring their favorite
moment of the festival will be implemented. The winning entry will receive backstage passes. Vines
will also be created by Free People employees at the festivals featuring events taking place at the
tent.
Our group recognizes the importance of face-to-face marketing and interaction. We suggest Free
People organize in-store DIYs and sales to encourage fans to participate in the social media outlets.
This way, fans who are not able to attend the festival will still feel like they are important to the brand.
A tent will be set up at the Bonnaroo festival where Free People staffers will run DIY tutorials like
hairstyles, face painting, as well as general interaction with fans. A staff blogger will document what
is happening at the tent and festival which will invite and encourage fans, old and new, to meet and
engage with the brand. Storify will help organize all content from the festival. We also suggest brand
ambassadors Dakota Fanning and Kate Bosworth promote the festival activities through their
personal social media. We hope that fashion blogger @tennessebunny will be in attendance and at
the tent throughout the week. We feel fans will enjoy seeing women they admire excited about the
Free People brand.
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#FPBonnaroo

Free People is a brand that continually evolves and grows in the world of fashion, yet remains true to
its independent identity and ferocious spirit. As part of the growing process, we believe that Free
People can tap into its target audience’s mindset better by developing a relationship with music
festivals through social media. A universal, simple and modern approach to engagement, social
media provides the perfect way to tell the Free People narrative. By creating stunning visuals,
intriguing stories and relatable content, we hope the #FPBonnaroo campaign will be a successful
endeavor which leads to more opportunities in the future.
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